
TRAINING MANIKINS FOR
TECHNICAL RESCUE

FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES



TECHNICAL RESCUE TRAINING
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO SAVE LIVES
We are confident you won’t find more durable manikins on the market and with a full range of 
dummies, designed for different technical rescue training scenarios, such as working at height 
or in confined spaces, we are sure we can provide you with the perfect training partner! 

FULL BODIED CPR
How confident would your team be performing life-saving CPR 
in a difficult location?  Our Full-Bodied CPR manikin can be 
partially trapped under a vehicle or rubble, creating a more 
realistic emergency. 

CODE 
RLNCPR
RLNCPRTOR
RLNCPR50
RLNCPRTOR50

DESCRIPTION
20KG ADULT WITHOUT TORSO
20KG ADULT WITH TORSO
50KG ADULT WITHOUT TORSO
50KG ADULT WITH TORSO

WEIGHT 
13Kg
20Kg
43Kg
50Kg

HEIGHT
1.8m
1.8m
1.8m
1.8m

WORKING AT HEIGHT
Specially designed for Working at Height training. This manikin is 
constructed to provide extra rigidity and reduce slumping when 
using a rescue harness. These manikins are tough and will survive a 
drop from 2 or 3 storeys with no damage, 

CODE 
RLWAH30
RLWAH50
RLWAH70

DESCRIPTION
30Kg ADULT
50Kg ADULT
70Kg ADULT

WEIGHT 
30Kg
50Kg
70Kg

HEIGHT
1.8m
1.8m
1.8m

WATER-FILLABLE BARIATRIC SUIT
Our Bariatric Suit fits over any Ruth Lee Duty Adult manikin and 
allows you to add up to 150kgs of additional weight. When empty 
it is light enough for one person to carry easily.

It is the ideal choice when you need to create bariatric training 
scenarios with difficult access, such as extricating an obese driver 
from the cab of a lorry. 

CODE 
RLBCS

DESCRIPTION
WATER-FILLABLE BARIATRIC SUIT
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SPLIT TORSO
This manikin was created to be the ultimate tool for confined 
space training, and for positioning a manikin in other hard to 
access locations (such as up mountains). The manikin splits into 
five sections, with no individual component weighing more 
than 25kg making it easy to transport and position in place for 
challenging training scenarios. 

CODE 
RLNST30
RLNST50

DESCRIPTION
30Kg ADULT
50Kg ADULT

WEIGHT 
30Kg
50Kg

HEIGHT
1.8m
1.8m

SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS
We would be pleased to offer advice on our range 
of training products. 

+507 209 2286

FULL BODIED AIRWAY MANAGEMENT
Your team will be expected to carry our airway management skills 
in some difficult circumstances - not a warm, well-lit classroom! 
Introducing this manikin into your routine training will allow you to 
create more realistic scenarios and ensure your team are resilient. 

CODE 
RLNAWM
RLNAWMTOR
RLNAWM50
RLNAWMTOR50

DESCRIPTION
20KG ADULT WITHOUT TORSO
20KG ADULT WITH TORSO
50KG ADULT WITHOUT TORSO
50KG ADULT WITH TORSO

WEIGHT 
13Kg
20Kg
43Kg
50Kg

HEIGHT
1.8m
1.8m
1.8m
1.8m

OFFSHORE
This manikin is ideal for simulating rescues from engine rooms, 
onboard accommodation areas or drilling platforms. It will 
withstand a fall of 5-6 meters into water and float vertically to 
simulate a live person in the water (additional buoyancy aids should 
be used in rough waters). It is suitable for emergency BA training, 
helicopter safety and escape and escape chute training.

Like the Working at Height manikin, added rigidity in the chest 
makes it perfect for suspending in harness.
CODE 
RLNOFF

DESCRIPTION
60KG ADULT

WEIGHT 
60Kg

HEIGHT
1.8m
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